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Abstract— In big data environment, most of the files (70%) are small, and most data (nearly 90%) is placed in big file. The number of 

small files is big though used space is not. Small files consume more resources and produce big slowdown. Also, the latency of access to 

small files is important. The problem is studied by considering Lustre file system as a use case because the Lustre file system is open 

source, most widely used in high performance computing (HPC) environment and easy to implement file system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

      Lustre is a parallel file system used in a wide range of HPC environments. Lustre file system is the most widely used by the world’s top 

500 HPC sites. [20] 

      The main advantage of Lustre file system over Storage Area Network (SAN) file system and Network File System (NFS) is that it 

provides: a global name space, the ability to distribute very large files across multiple storage nodes, wide scalability in performance as well 

as storage capacity. Since large files are distributed across many nodes in the cluster environment, Lustre file system is best suited for high-

end HPC cluster I/O systems. 

      Lustre is an open source file system which is used primarily for Linux-based HPC clusters. It is implemented using few server nodes and 

client nodes called as Lustre clients.  

      The Lustre file system offers scalability due to which it is a popular choice in the finance, manufacturing and oil and gas sectors. The 

scalability offered by Lustre reduces the common requirement of creating many separate file systems, such as one for each cluster. This 

Lustre feature provides significant storage management. 

 
Fig. 1: Traditional Network File System vs Lustre File System 

 

      Lustre servers are equipped with multiple storage devices which provide high-availability. Lustre can handle and serve up to tens of 

thousands of clients. The high-availability mechanism should enable any cluster file system to handle server failures or reboots transparently. 

The Lustre failover mechanism is robust and transparent, and it allows servers to be upgraded without the need to take the system down. 

       Lustre file system is designed for large sequential streaming I/O. This generally impacts the performance with small files. [2] The data 

stored in Lustre file system is striped across multiple OSTs (Object Storage Target), but the layout of the stripe is generally not optimized for 

the small files. Many of the small files could impact the performance of single OST where they get stored and also slow down other 

workloads on the file system. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

   Lustre Architecture  

 
Fig. 2: Lustre Components 

 

      Lustre is an object-based file system with three main components: Object Storage Servers (OSSs), Metadata Servers (MDSs), and 

clients.[6] Lustre components are as shown in the fig. 2. 

      For storing file data and metadata, Lustre uses block devices which are managed by Lustre services. Lustre clients access the data 

through standard POSIX I/O system calls. 

      Metadata server (MDS) provides metadata services. Correspondingly the Metadata Client (MDC) is a client of those services that makes 

metadata available to the Lustre clients. File metadata, such as file names, access permissions, directory structures, is stored on the Metadata 

Target (MDT).The management server (MGS), stores configuration information for all available Lustre file systems in a cluster. Lustre 

clients and Lustre target contacts the MGS to retrieve and provide information respectively. The MGS can have a separate disk for storage, 

or it can share a disk with a single MDT. The OSS exposes block devices and serves data to the client. Correspondingly, Object Storage 

Client (OSC) is a client of the services. Each OSS manages one or more OSTs (Object Storage Targets). OSTs are used to store file data in 

the form of objects. 

 

Working of Lustre File System 

      In Lustre, file operations like create, open, write, read, etc. require metadata information which is stored on MDS. This service provided 

by MDS is accessed through client interface module, known as Metadata Client (MDC).  

From the MDS point of view, every single file is composed of numerous data objects, and these objects are striped across one or more OSTs. 

Each data object is assigned with unique object id. MDS stores normal file metadata attributes like inode with some additional information 

known as Extended Attributes (EA).[17] 

      Before reading the file stored on the OSTs, client will communicate with MDS via MDC (Metadata Client) and collect the information 

about OSTs where the objects of the file are stored. 

Now the client can communicate with corresponding OSTs through a client module interface known as OSC (Object Storage Client). 

      In Lustre, the communication between client and server is coded as an RPC (Remote Procedure Call) request and response. This middle 

layer is known as ptl-rpc i.e., Portal RPC which translates the file system request in the form of RPC request and response and the Lustre 

Networking(LNET) provides network infrastructure to put that down onto the wire. 

 

Small File Performance in Lustre 

      The read/write performance of Lustre file system is currently optimized for large files that are the files more than few megabytes in size. 

To access any file client has to send initial open RPC to the MDT and after that, to fetch the data from the OSTs, there are separate 

read/write RPCs to the OSTs. In addition to this, there are separate RPCs to perform disk I/O on MDT and OST. This functionality 

separation is desirable for large files (more than few megabytes in size) since one open RPC to MDT requires less execution time compared 

to total number of read/write RPCs to OSTs, but this affects overall performance of small file significantly when there is only one read or 

write RPC to the OSTs for accessing file data. 

      A set of IOzone [4] test is executed on the client to find out the influence of record size. All the tests are performed based on synthetic 

data generated by IOzone. To evaluate the read/write performance with IOzone, the file size is set to 2G with stripe size 4M and data striped 

across 2 OSTs. The figure shows the results of the tests. The vertical axis is the read/write bandwidth (data transfer rate in bits/sec), and the 

horizontal axis is the record size. The red line shows write performance, and the blue line shows read performance. 
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Fig. 3: Benchmarking with IOzone 

 

      As shown in the above graph fig. 3, the trend of the two lines is almost the same, but when the record size is 128K, 256K, and 1M, the 

performance is better than others. For the record size 4K or 8K, most of the RPC packets contain only one or two pages and hence the I/O 

efficiency is much low. From the graph above, it can be concluded that for small record size less number of RPCs are required and the 

overall I/O performance get affected when there is only one read or write RPC to the OSTs for accessing the file data. 

 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

      The research aims to improve the performance of small files by putting small files data only on MDT so that the additional read/write 

RPCs to the OSTs can be eliminated. This allows improving the small file performance. The MDT storage is configured with RAID 1+0 

which is well-known for high-IOPS. Data on MDT can be used in conjunction with DNE (Distributed Namespace) to improve the efficiency.  

      To store file data on the MDT, system administrators or users must explicitly specify a layout that will allow storing the data on MDT at 

the time of file creation. 

      The maximum file size for which data can be stored on MDT must be specified by the administrator so that users cannot store large files 

on MDT which will cause the problems to other users. If the layout of a file specifies to the client to store the data on the MDT, but the file 

size reaches to the maximum size specified by the administrator, then the data will be migrated to OST.  

 

 
Fig. 4: System Architecture 

 

      The figure 4 shows proposed system architecture in which two virtual machines are created. Here, both the virtual machines are 

formatted with CentOS 6.7 operating system and kernel is patched with Lustre 2.7.0 software release.   

One virtual machine is configured with MDS (Metadata Server) having single MDT (Metadata Target) and other with OSS (Object Storage 

Server) with two OSTs (Object Storage Target). 

      Lustre clients are connected to the server over Ethernet connection, and they are also formatted with CentOS6.7 operating system.  

      In native Lustre architecture, the small file data is present on the OST. Whenever the client wants to access data from small files, it has to 

send RPCs to both MDS and OSS. As the number of RPCs get increased the overall latency increases which affect the I/O performance.  

      In the proposed system, the data for small files will be stored on MDT instead of OSTs. Since the data and metadata both are present on 

MDT, the client has to send RPC to MDS only. As the number of RPCs decreases the overall latency also decreases and I/O performance for 

the small files can be improved to some extent. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

      The read/write performance of Lustre file system is currently optimized for large files that are the files more than few megabytes in size. 

The read/write performance depends on the number of LOOKUP RPCs between client to OST and client to MDT. One possible way to 

improve small file performance in Lustre is to put the data for small files only on the MDT where metadata also resides so that additional 

RPCs and I/O overhead can be eliminated.   In the proposed research work the small file performance has been tested using IOzone 

benchmarking tool. The future work for the proposed scheme is to check whether it is feasible and beneficial to move the small files to the 

MDT so that additional RPCs and I/O overhead can be eliminated, and read/write performance of Lustre file system can be improved. 
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